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What is a chatbot?

A chatbot (also known as a talkbot, chatterbot, Bot, IM 

bot, interactive agent, or Artificial Conversational Entity) is 

a computer program which conducts a conversation via auditory or 

textual methods. Such programs are often designed to convincingly 

simulate how a human would behave as a conversational partner.
Source: Wikipedia
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Increasingly a marketing platform for many brands



STATE OF THE MARKET



Chatbots are more popular than ever

10,000
Number of developers building bots for Facebook’s Messenger

900 Million +
Number of users on Facebook’s Messenger

2/3
Of British adults would use chatbots to contact businesses or 

brands

61% 
Of British adults agreed it would be "more frustrating if a chatbot

couldn't solve my problem than a human".

60%
Of millennials shopping online prefer interacting

with a chatbot than a person

(Warc)

https://www.warc.com/content/paywall/article/ana/building_a_better_chatbot/112051


Users generally have positive experiences

33% 19%

Source: LivePerson via Business Insider

In a survey of 5,000 consumers 
from six countries, 33% of 

consumers rated a positive 
perception of chatbots

19% of participants 
rated a negative 

perception

48%

the remaining 48% were 
indifferent as long as 

their issue was resolved

http://www.businessinsider.com/chatbots-are-gaining-traction-2017-5
http://www.businessinsider.com/chatbots-are-gaining-traction-2017-5


However, there is still huge room for improvement

When you get 
stuck with your 

chatbot – despite 
following its 
instructions

When you can’t 
recognize even 
the simplest of 

commands

When you 
make a mistake 

and end up 
with more fruit 

than you 
wanted 

When your 
chatbot can’t 

do the one 
thing it’s 

supposed to do

$#&%



CHALLENGES



Category is faced with three main challenges

Blurred lines between bots and reality

Too many unhelpful, bad suggestions

Does not engage in a compelling way

“The lines between reality and AI 
are getting blurred – and I 

don’t like that”

“Why would I engage with this 
chatbot? What’s in it for me?”

“This chatbot doesn’t give me 
what I’m looking for”



Challenge 1: Blurred lines between bots and reality

of consumers want to know whether 
they are chatting with a chatbot or a 

human
(M indshare)

75%

of consumers considered chatbots
pretending to be human “creepy”

(Mindshare)

48%

of found out they were talking to 
a chabot from the robotic and 

artificial nature of the 
conversation
(DigitasLBI)

60%

People don’t want to be tricked – they want to know when they’re 
talking to a chatbot

https://medium.com/marketing-and-entrepreneurship/11-amazing-facts-you-might-not-know-about-chatbots-8cdf331181f8
https://medium.com/marketing-and-entrepreneurship/11-amazing-facts-you-might-not-know-about-chatbots-8cdf331181f8
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/290971/whats-a-chatbot-most-americans-dont-know.html?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_content=headline&utm_campaign=98880


Challenge 1: Blurred lines between bots and reality

Technology can’t – and shouldn’t be expected to – imitate true human 
interactions

“No matter how “intelligent” an 
auto-response system can be, 
there’s no way to replicate the 
warmth and authenticity that a 
live customer service rep can 
offer.”

—Rob Siefker
Senior Director of Zappos’ customer loyalty team

https://www.forbes.com/sites/micahsolomon/2017/03/23/customers-lose-if-chatbots-win-says-zappos-customer-service-expert/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/micahsolomon/2017/03/23/customers-lose-if-chatbots-win-says-zappos-customer-service-expert/


Challenge 1: Blurred lines between bots and reality

But that doesn’t mean chatbots should sacrifice having a personality

(Mindshare)

"With chatbots, so much of the interface 
has been stripped away that the user 

experience really depends on the 
dialogue. The experience of interacting 

with a chatbot is very similar to 
interacting with a human, so we sense a 

personality in that conversation."

(NPR)

http://www.businessinsider.com/chatbots-are-gaining-traction-2017-5
https://www.npr.org/sections/alltechconsidered/2017/03/10/519002884/it-has-to-have-a-soul-how-chatbots-get-their-personalities


Example: Transparency

Ada sets expectations so users know how to engage with her at the 
start of every interaction



Example: Personality

A well defined personality helps create a distinct, memorable 
experience

Mitsuku, a three-time winner of the 
Loebner Prize Turing Test, is known for 

using its wit to keep users engaged, 
making it one of the most popular 

chatbots in the world

Bae, a chatbot from PayPal in Australia, took 
on personality traits from its target audience 

(Millennials interested in quirky fashion) to 
form a connection with them

https://www.pandorabots.com/mitsuku/
https://www.isobar.com/global/en/news/introducing-bae-the-personal-shopping-chatbot-from-paypal-australia/


Challenge 2: Does not engage in compelling way

Chatbots need a defined purpose that addresses a need, giving 
consumers a unique reason to engage in conversation

"If you can't summarize the 
purpose of the bot in one 
sentence, you shouldn't do it,"

—Vince Lynch,
CEO IV.AI

(WARC, Building a Better Chatbot)

"Many companies think they are innovating, 
when they are simply iterating . . . . Rather 
than re-imagining the moment and overall 
experience, initial solutions for chatbots
mimic modern-day call centers."

—Katie Lamkin
Prophet

https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/295951


Example: Marriott Rewards

A multipurpose chatbot that understands their consumer’s journey from 
hotel search to concierge recommendations

Marriott has introduced a chatbot

extension on Facebook, Slack, and 

WeChat (China’s largest chat 

platform) that allows guests to
search for hotels, speak with 

customers service representatives, 

and get recommendations from the 

concierge – all without ever having 

to leave the message thread

(M arriott)

http://news.marriott.com/2017/09/marriott-internationals-ai-powered-chatbots-facebook-messenger-slack-alofts-chatbotlr-simplify-travel-guests-throughout-journey/


Example: Marvel Superhero Chatbot

Disneyland Hong Kong gave users a unique reason to engage with their 
chatbot

This chatbot invites users to join the 

Marvel team as a superhero and asks 

them a set of questions to test their 

superhero abilities. At the end of the 
quiz, users are given a personalized 

marvel poster with their name. This 

aligned with the launch of the Superhero 

Summer Experience.
(KRD S)

https://krds.com/en/blog/hong-kong-disneyland-launches-a-marvel-superhero-bot/




Challenge 3: Unhelpful, bad suggestions

Chatbot conversations go awry for two main reasons

Can’t direct people to 
the answer they’re looking for

Don’t understand the 
question

of consumers anticipate frustrations 
around chatbots not understanding 
what they’re looking for, 44 percent 

question the accuracy of the 
information chatbots provide

51%

of consumers grow frustrated 
if a chatbot has yet to provide 
them a clear path to resolution 

within 5 minutes.

59%

(PointSource)

https://www.pointsource.com/blog/consumers-really-think-chatbots/


Example: Integrations, Templates, and Real People

Chatbot technology won’t be perfect any time soon – and that’s okay

Bebot uses partner integrations to 
provide utility across multiple 
traveler moments in a single 

interface

Booking.com templates questions 
in 42 languages

(VentureBeat)

(Bebot)

Other bots introduce real 
people when the conversation 

hits a dead end

https://venturebeat.com/2016/05/03/booking-com-launches-a-chatbot-to-connect-hotels-and-travelers/
https://www.bebot.io/hotels


CHATBOTS FOR TRAVEL



Chatbots in the travel category

Transactional and post-purchase customer service

“I’m ready to make 
a purchase”

“I need help with a 
purchase I’ve made”

“I want to 
get away”

“I’m looking for 
things to do”



In Beta: Visit the USA Chatbot

Personalize wanderlusting to guide discovery of U.S. possibilities

Objectives

Facilitate inspiration

Empower trip research 
and planning

Strategy

Get (who)
Digitally-engaged travelers in our English-speaking markets

Because (reason to believe)
Visit The USA is uniquely situated in the travel category to focus on 

upper funnel inspiration by connecting travelers to all the possibilities in 
the USA 

By (platform’s role)
Personalizing their wanderlusting to guide discovery of U.S. possibilities

To (behavior change)
Feel inspired about possibilities in the U.S. they didn’t know existed

Create an experience 
that guides travelers 
to discovering a new 
side of the USA

Ease trip planning 
stress by connecting 
travelers’ interests to 
our destinations



Visit The USA Platform Ecosystem

Chatbot adds personalization to our consumer touchpoint ecosystem

Giant Screen Films
Immerse audiences in feature-
length documentaries so they 
can discover the US from an 

unbranded point of view

Go USA TV
Curating emotional narrative 
experiences with a distinct 

sense
of place

Social
Induce FOMOwith 

thumbstopping, snackable content
(branded + influencer)

Desktop
Portal for self-directed 

discovery of destinations and 
itinerary building Chatbot

Personalize their wanderlusting
to guide discovery of US 

possibilities

Expand on information 
led media with 

emotional narratives

Emotional narratives 
inspire further 

destination 
investigation



Questions? Comments?



Thank You


